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Summary. Ð International cooperation over the major rivers in South Asia has recently become
much closer. Five agreements, signed in 1996 and 1997 against a background of greater regional
economic and nongovernmental contact, could facilitate signi®cant progress to mitigate ¯ooding
and drought, to provide a basis for greater regional cooperation, and to sustain irrigation
expansion and industrial development. This paper identi®es past impediments to cooperation. It
examines how new agreements seem to o�er negotiation on a wider range of issues than previously,
and to expand the range of potential negotiating bodies beyond national governments to include
subnational governments, private corporations, and nongovernmental organizations. Ó 2000
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1. THE CONFLICTS AND THE
POSSIBILITIES OF SOUTH ASIAN

RIVERS

The great rivers of South Asia, particularly
the Ganges and Brahmaputra, have been the
subject of at least four decades of discussion
between governments of the region. While those
discussions have continued, until 1996 with little
productive outcome, the rivers have contrib-
uted, through ¯ood and drought, to the uncer-
tainty and impoverishment of the lives of the
largest concentration of poor people anywhere
in the world. 1 There is nevertheless a growing
consensus that the perils of the rivers can be
turned into prosperity. This paper explores
some of the possibilities opened up by recent
innovations in international cooperation.

In this ®rst section, we describe the promise
of South Asian rivers, provide an overview of
the region's international relations over water,
and outline the new directions opened by the
agreements of 1996 and 1997. Section 2
explores the course of past diplomacy with a
case study of the Ganges river dispute between
India and Bangladesh, including how this
dispute colored a subsequent unsuccessful
attempt at regional cooperation. Section 2
concludes with a description of visions of
regional water and power development which
have been expressed by the governments of

India and Bangladesh. Section 3 introduces a
range of conceptual issues relevant for negoti-
ations over water development: con¯ict over
the allocation of property rights, who is inclu-
ded in the bargaining process, the scope of their
negotiations, and the rules that govern the
process. These issues are related to the historical
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problems in South Asian river development
discussed in Section 2. Section 4 examines the
innovations incorporated in the ®ve treaties
signed in 1996 and 1997, and how they address
some of the past obstacles to successful agree-
ment as discussed in Sections 2 and 3. This
section also considers directions in which
current innovations might be extended as bases
of regional cooperation. Section 5 provides a
summary conclusion.

(a) The problems and the promise of
South Asian rivers

South Asian governments seek to control the
great rivers of their region 2 because they o�er
partial, but tangible, solutions to the most
fundamental problems of rural poverty, indus-
trial constraints, and urban stress that those
governments seek to address. At present, the
ways in which control has been soughtÐ
through national visions, covert appropriation
and bilateral bargainingÐconstrain what can
be achieved.

There is a growing community of scholars,
o�cials and politicians 3 in South Asia that
believes that the region's rivers can be better
harnessed in support of economic development.
For example, George Verghese, a prominent
former Indian-newspaper-editor and long-time
proponent of river development, has written:

There is no reason why the immiserised population of
this resource-rich Basin should remain poor and hos-
tage to a recurring cycle of devastating ¯ood and
drought. There is su�cient indication that interna-
tional funding and technical assistance will be forth-
coming in ample measure if the Basin-states decide
cooperatively to harness the waters of these mighty
rivers, green the mountains and conserve ``losing
ground.'' 4

A complementary view (Boyce, 1987), agrees
about the promise of water development, and
argues that con¯ict between rich and poor
hinders the emergence of local cooperative
institutions which could employ water resour-
ces e�ectively. Together these arguments make
a powerful case for those types of river devel-
opment which recognize the political and
economic forces shaping current con¯ict at
international and local levels. This case was
echoed in the US Congress in 1996 with a
concurrent resolution urging South Asian
governments to ``redouble their e�orts to devise
development projects that could relieve the
poverty of those people living in the Ganges

and Brahmaputra River Basin and address the
critical problems of ¯ooding and drought...'' 5

(b) Failure of past negotiations

There has been little regional cooperation in
South Asia, least of all about the contentious
topic of water. The South Asian Association
for Regional Cooperation (SAARC), estab-
lished in the 1980s, provides a forum for
discussion of the least controversial topics.
However, the most heated ones, particularly
water resource negotiations, were excluded
from its brief at the start. With the exception of
one meeting in 1986, negotiations over water
have been exclusively bilateral, that is, involv-
ing only two states. India, in fact, has repeat-
edly insisted on this bilateralism, a point we will
take up again in Section 2.

The most heated and long-running river
disagreement has been between Bangladesh
(and its predecessor, East Pakistan) and India
over the sharing of the ¯ow of the Ganges. This
question has sometimes been temporarily
settled by interim agreements, and has occa-
sionally erupted into internationally publicized
disagreement. More typically, as for the decade
up to 1996, it has been marked by chronic lack
of agreement: intergovernmental negotiations
of varying frequency that repeatedly fail to
make substantive progress.

The governments of India and Nepal have
had many rounds of sometimes tense negotia-
tions relating to hydroelectricity generation,
irrigation water, and ¯ood control, and early
agreements about shared projects have been
controversial in Nepal. Water has the potential
to be NepalÕs major economic resource, and
successive governments have expected that the
sale of hydroelectric power to India would
generate signi®cant revenues for economic
development. Until 1996, little progress had
been made toward this goal.

In Section 2, two of the most prominent
elements obstructing international cooperation
will be identi®ed and described: the Indian
governmentÕs insistence on bilateral rather than
multilateral negotiations (termed bilateralism)
and competing national visions for water
development.

(c) New directions

Though these obstructions persist, recent
agreements open new directions in regional
cooperation, including:
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(i) shifting some negotiations from the diplo-
matic or governmental sphere at least partly
into the sphere of the private economy;
(ii) bringing third parties, other than govern-
ments, into negotiation, design and imple-
mentation of cooperative projects;
(iii) moving toward the sharing of eventual
bene®ts and costs, rather than establishing
®xed payments based on anticipated out-
comes;
(iv) making tentative steps toward limited
multilateral discussion.

These innovations bring new ideas, processes
and parties to the negotiations and help to
address uncertainties about the natural world,
and about the outcome of human intervention
in the natural world. We brie¯y examine the
directions that these innovations suggest.

The ®rst new direction concerns the borders
of diplomacy. Social practices with distant
origins dictate that certain issues are economic
and others diplomatic. In the diplomatic
sphere, a range of issues of national interest,
possibly including economic matters, are
negotiated by governments. In the private
economic sphere various exchanges of trade,
investment, lending and labor are negotiated
between private parties, and only the broad
framework is regulated by government. The
distinction between the two spheres, and
international practices to be followed within
them, are periodically a matter of public
debate, as in the free trade debates of 18th and
19th century England, and the late 20th century
return to those debates, around various GATT
(General Agreement for Tari�s and Trade)
negotiations, NAFTA (North American Free
Trade Agreement) and so on. These recent
trade negotiations are signi®cant examples of
``economic diplomacy.'' It is also true that the
boundary between public and private shifts
over time. Developing country governments
such as India's intervened heavily in the
domestic economic sphere, and this carried
over to negotiations with other countries. For
example, India's ties with the Soviet Union
were represented by a complex mix of political
and economic agreements. This approach did
not, however, extend to diplomacy within
South Asia.

There are contrasts between diplomatic and
private economic practices that suggest that
there are advantages to the transfer of some
international river negotiations from diplomacy
to commerce. In the private economic sphere,
enterprises enter negotiations with clear private

incentives, that is, to generate a return for
owners or shareholders. By contrast, diplomacy
involves negotiation between governments
having multiple objectives and less direct
incentives, including the approval of bureau-
cratic superiors and the various processes of
collective representation or protest. This set of
contrasts suggests that negotiations within the
private economic sphere have the advantages of
simple goals, clear rules and pressures for quick
completion. The shift from diplomatic to
private economic negotiation parallels the
widely debated processes of privatization
and liberalization, and is discussed in Sections 3
and 4.

The second new direction suggested by the
1996 agreements relates to the inclusion of third
parties such as corporations, local governments
and nongovernmental organizations in inter-
national negotiations. This may be advanta-
geous if new social, economic and intellectual
resources are to be brought to bear upon
concerns shared across national boundaries.
When negotiations are shifted from diplomacy
to commerce third parties are necessarily
involved. A further widening can be seen,
however, in the growth of nongovernmental
networks involved in international negotiation
about environmental risks and possibilities.

The third new direction relates to the sharing
of costs and bene®ts of international environ-
mental change. Situations of uncertainty
present a challenge to intergovernmental
cooperation. In the case of South Asia, climatic
and tectonic variations combined with the
unpredictable consequences of agriculture, land
clearance and other human interventions,
constitute a signi®cant source of uncertainty
in¯uencing international environmental nego-
tiations. River ¯ows, sediment loads and
groundwater levels are only partially predict-
able. In addition, projects to harness natural
resources have uncertain bene®ts and costs. In
these conditions, the sharing of bene®ts and
costs constitutes a promising direction for
international cooperation. This does not, of
course, exclude governments from this risk-
sharing: large-scale projects, in particular, will
require their participation, even if only as
guarantors or underwriters.

The fourth new direction, of multilateralism,
has parallels with the second: new resources are
brought to bear on problems, and unintended
negative impacts on those otherwise excluded
are avoided, leading to agreements that are
more likely to be stable in the long run. In
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addition, there is the possibility of expanding
the ``gains to trade'' by expanding the set of
bargainers. These issues are taken up in
Sections 3 and 4.

2. IMPEDIMENTS TO AGREEMENT:
BILATERALISM AND NATIONAL

VISIONS

International river negotiations frequently
take many decades before agreement can be
achieved. Water resource cooperation in the
basins of the rivers Ganges and Brahmaputra
may constitute the most complex of all inter-
national water negotiations. The combined
scale of the environmental, social and technical
issues has no equivalent anywhere else in the
world. Given the scale of these problems, and
the paucity of regional resources that can be
garnered to address them, 6 it is not surprising
that the negotiation of international coopera-
tion should be protracted and uncertain.
Nevertheless, it is arguable that the past focus
on bilateral negotiations, and on national,
rather than regional, perspectives, have slowed
the achievement of cooperation and river
development. 7 Here we focus on India's policy
of bilateralism, and its consequences for India,
Bangladesh and Nepal in past river negotia-
tions.

(a) Bilateralism

Bilateralism has been a consistent Indian
government prerequisite for negotiations with
its South Asian neighbors ever since Indepen-
dence in 1947. Almost all negotiations about a
range of key issues, from river development to
trade and transit, have been negotiated on that
basis.

Rose (1987) identi®es bilateralism as one of
two main principles of Indian government
policy towards its neighbors, acceptance of
India as the major regional power being the
other. He describes bilateralism:

As de®ned by India, the South Asian system would
function through the greater coordination of IndiaÕs
bilateral economic relations with the other regional
states; any substantial integration of the economies
of the other states (e.g., Pakistan and Sri Lanka or
Nepal and Bangladesh) or any use of a multilateral
approach to regional economic issues (e.g., the river
systems of Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and India)
should be discouraged.

This policy of bilateralism is a complex aspect
of Indian foreign policy. We argue here that it
constitutes a serious obstacle to achieving the
potential of South Asian water resource devel-
opment. Two alternative perspectives on bilat-
eralism can be identi®ed.

First, spokespersons for the Indian Ministry
of External A�airs have emphasized the addi-
tional complexity and duration implied by
multilateral negotiations. 8 In this perspective,
bilateral negotiations on speci®c bilateral
questions or projects are more expeditious than
multilateral negotiations. This argument is
plausible, but has to be tempered by the expe-
rience of delays in bilateral negotia-
tions between the Indian government and its
neighbors.

A second perspective on bilateralism, some-
times found in political and academic discus-
sion in Nepal and Bangladesh, is that
bilateralism allows India to dominate the
subcontinent, presumably by hindering the
formation of a ``bargaining coalition'' by
India's neighbors. This perspective may have
historical validity but gives little immediate
purchase on current questions of cooperation.
It is also unclear to what extent, and in what
ways, it actually impinges upon Indian
governmental discussions and decisions.

The emphasis on bilateral relations leads to a
particular focus on the sequence of issues that
have dominated the relations between two
governments. It has been argued that this focus
encourages the perception that river develop-
ment is a ``zero sum game,'' a common obstacle
in international river discussions. 9 This
perception, that the gain of one country is
necessarily the loss of the other, gives the
negotiations a particular charge: any compro-
mise of prior national objectives can be
portrayed as a victory for the other side.
Whether this perception is rational is another
matter, however: even bilateral situations may
involve mutual gains. The real question is
whether multilateralism might substantially
expand the gainsÐenough to overcome addi-
tional complexity or bargaining costs.

The focus on histories of bilateral relations
may also create fertile ground for the growth of
myths about the nature and possibilities of
those relations. In the case of India and
Bangladesh, perceptions of river negotiations
are deeply in¯uenced by the history and myths
of past negotiation over one project, IndiaÕs
Farakka Barrage across the Ganges. All
subsequent discussion about water between
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these two governments, and in their national
media, tends to be mired in the myths and
colored by the particular paths of past bilateral
relations.

The case that follows illustrates how bilateral
negotiations create obstacles to regional coop-
eration. It begins with negotiations between
India and Bangladesh, primarily about the
sharing and development of the Ganges, and
continues with how this history a�ected the
®rst multilateral discussion, among India,
Bangladesh and Nepal, about regional water
development.

(b) From con¯ict over the Ganges to claims on
Nepal's rivers

In South Asia, the con¯ict between India and
Bangladesh over the waters of the Ganges is
generally known as the Farakka dispute. This
name comes from the government of India's
construction, in the 1960s, of a large barrage 10

across the Ganges at the small town of
Farakka, 11 miles upstream from the Indian
border with Bangladesh. The barrage was
constructed to divert water down the river
Hooghly (a distributary of the Ganges) to
improve the access of ships to Calcutta Port,
which is connected by the Hooghly to the sea.
The government of Pakistan and, after 1971,
the government of Bangladesh opposed the
construction and operation of the barrage
because they perceived (rightly) that the
reduction in the dry season ¯ow of the Ganges
would have serious implications for East
Pakistan/Bangladesh.

The dispute has long since ceased to be
primarily about the water diverted by the
Farakka Barrage. These waters have been
overshadowed by larger (but never publicly
calculated) diversions further upstream for the
development of irrigated agriculture in India.
The con¯ict over the sharing of the Ganges
arises primarily because the dry season ¯ow of
that river cannot sustain the irrigation needs, as
currently estimated (possibly with exaggera-
tion) of both countries.

The con¯ict over the Ganges can best be
understood, at least initially, by examining the
di�erent chronological phases through which it
has developed. 11 Table 1 summarizes those
phases. In the 1950s, shipping companies using
the state of West Bengal's Calcutta Port, and
the industrialists and politicians of the state,
thought that the port's decline could be
reversed if water from the river Ganges
could be diverted to ``¯ush'' the channel of the
river Hooghly. The ``¯ushing'' thesis was, and
remains, controversial. 12 Nevertheless, the
government of India decided in the early 1960s
that the barrage should be constructed. Indian
Prime Minister Jawarhalal Nehru pronounced
himself satis®ed that there would be no signif-
icant consequences for East Pakistan. The
government of Pakistan occasionally objected
to the Barrage throughout its construction
during the 1960s.

When East Pakistan gained independence as
Bangladesh in 1971, the Farakka Barrage was
still under construction. Independence brought
to power the Awami (PeopleÕs) League, which
had recently made a pledge that ``[e]very
instrument of foreign policy must be imme-
diately utilized to secure a just solution of
this [the Farakka] problem.'' 13 Relations
between Bangladesh and India were, nonethe-
less, much more cordial than they had been
between Pakistan and India. A 25-year ``Treaty
of Friendship'' was signed, and, the new
Bangladesh government began to shift from the
complete opposition of its predecessor to
negotiations about the operation of the
Barrage, and an interim agreement for trial
operations was signed in 1974.

This phase of the con¯ict was brought to an
end with the electoral defeat of the Congress
Party government in India in 1977, and the
signing, six months later, of the 1977 Ganges
Waters Agreement. The Agreement laid down
the division of the dry season ¯ow in the
Ganges, and began a phase of discussions
about how best to increase that ¯ow in the
lower reaches of the Ganges. The incompati-
bility of national visions of water development

Table 1. The four phases of the Ganges river dispute

Phase Period Focus

Phase I 1951±71 Discussion over the Farakka Barrage
Phase II 1971±77 Division of dry season ¯ow (leading to Ganges Waters Agreement)
Phase III 1977±82 Augmentation of the ¯ow
Phase IV 1983±87 Independent national river development
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emerging in these discussions meant that no
agreement could be reached on how to increase
the dry season ¯ows. After brief extensions to
the sharing agreement, minus the written
guarantee of minimum dry season ¯ows,
discussions about ¯ow augmentation ended,
and the agreement lapsed.

The Farakka Barrage created a dispute about
the waters of the Ganges that has in¯uenced,
and continues to in¯uence, subsequent discus-
sion of water policy. The focus on IndiaÕs
Farakka Barrage, encouraged by the bilateral
boundaries of the discussion, seems to generate
a narrow, nationalistic discussion that ignores
wider possibilities and sustains debilitating
myths. Two of these myths are as follows. In
Bangladesh, the Farakka Barrage has been
widely portrayed in political and media
discussions as a symbol of IndiaÕs evil intent
toward Bangladesh. Technical controversy
about the ``¯ushing'' process, as well as IndiaÕs
failure to recognize the downstream conse-
quences of the project, left space for the asser-
tion that the barrage was built because of its
deleterious e�ects on Bangladesh (then Paki-
stan). 14 A second myth is the assertion that
India can cause ¯ooding in Bangladesh through
the release of water stored behind the Farakka
Barrage. In fact ( note 10) the barrage can store
far too little to have a signi®cant e�ect on
¯oods in Bangladesh.

These myths, with complex foundations in
the colonial division of the subcontinent, as
well as in the technical uncertainties and
ambiguities of water development, posit nego-
tiations over water as a ``zero-sum game.'' This
structuring of the discussion leaves little space
for the possibility that water development
could be an enterprise from which all sides gain
much more than they lose. The boundaries of
discussion could be relaxed in the context of
regional, in place of bilateral, discussion.

The next part of this case is the story of how
the governments of India and Bangladesh
arranged a meeting with the government of
Nepal to discuss river waters. The agenda of
the meeting was almost entirely determined by
the concerns of the two larger states, and the
bilateral discussions they had previously
generated. Their history of bilateral relations
ensured that the concerns of Nepal were omit-
ted from the agenda. In the aftermath of a 1985
cyclone devastating some of the southern
islands of Bangladesh, Indian Prime Minister
Rajiv Gandhi ¯ew to Bangladesh to o�er
Indian assistance. He met Bangladesh President

Ershad and, amongst other topics, they
discussed the question of sharing the Ganges.
This meeting began a new series of discussions
and initiatives and an interim ``memorandum
of understanding'' was signed in November
1985. They met again the next year, and agreed
that the two governments should make a joint
approach to the government of Nepal. Despite
considerable ambiguities about the terms of
reference of the meeting, and what was not to
be discussed, the meeting took place in Kath-
mandu in October of 1986.

An Indian participant describes the repre-
sentatives of Nepal at this three-day meeting
``repeating Ômutual bene®tÕ like a mantra'' in
response to all requests and discussions. 15

Whatever the two leaders may have intended,
the meeting was preceded by limitations agreed
between the relevant ministers of Bangladesh
and India. Indian ministers requested and
received assurances from Bangladesh that this
meeting would not constitute a precedent for
trilateral negotiations, and letters sent by
Bangladesh and India to Nepal further limited
the meeting to seeking information and data.
The outcome was a strangely restricted meet-
ing: two governments were making a formal
approach to discuss the development of the
rivers of a third country, having agreed in
advance that they would not allow the third
government any standing in their deliberations.
They were only going to ask the third govern-
ment to supply them with the information
needed to plan development of rivers in the
third governmentÕs territory.

The understandable response from Nepal
was to ask ``why?'' What is the mutual bene®t
of this cooperation, and what is the standing of
Nepal in this development of its own resources?
The representatives of the governments of India
and Bangladesh were unable to answer this
question without prejudicing their prior agree-
ment that the meeting should not be a prece-
dent for trilateral negotiations. The two visiting
government delegations left empty handed:
Nepal gave none of the requested information
about water resources.

This history illustrates that nationally-con-
stituted visions of water resource development
frequently overlook the concerns of neighbors.
Thus, when India and Bangladesh approached
Nepal, the concerns of Nepal were overlooked.
In addition, when India decided to build the
Farakka Barrage in the early 1960s, Nehru was
convinced (presumably by his engineers) that it
would cause ``no real injury'' downstream. This
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also is the case when governments are planning
new water development, as the next section
illustrates.

(c) National visions

Three recent visions of water development
illustrate particular national perspectives and
the process by which claims are made over
water. For many years, engineering advisors to
the governments of East Pakistan and Bangla-
desh argued that the shortage of dry-season
water in East Bengal could best be tackled by
the construction of water storage reservoirs in
the Himalayan headwater rivers of the Ganges,
in India and Nepal. The 1977 Ganges Waters
Agreement gave both governments a mandate
to produce a vision of how to augment the dry
season ¯ow in the lower Ganges. In a 1978
report (updated in 1983), the government of
Bangladesh presented its proposal for how this
might be done: more than 80 large water stor-
age reservoirs could be constructed in India and
Nepal to increase the dry season ¯ow in the
Ganges. This report estimated that the release
of stored water could meet the irrigation needs
of all three countries. If constructed, the stor-
age of melting snows from the Himalayas and
of monsoon precipitation would contribute to
the mitigation of ¯oods. The release of stored
water could also generate urgently needed
electricity for the subcontinent. This vision has
faded. The government of Nepal was some-
times willing to consider the idea: construction
of at least some of the dams could generate
revenue for Nepal. The government of India
has so far been opposed, on grounds of multi-
lateral ine�ciency and engineering implausi-
bility.

While the Indian government opposed any
Bangladesh claim to water stored on the
Ganges, the Indian government suggested that
the Ganges ¯ow could be increased by trans-
ferring water from the Brahmaputra. They
proposed (in a limited circulation report
published in 1978 and updated in 1983) (i) a
200-mile long and 900 ft wide canal passing
through northwest Bangladesh, linking the
Brahmaputra to the Ganges, (ii) a barrage
across the Brahmaputra, upstream of Bangla-
desh, to divert water into the canal, and (iii) (at
some later date) three large dams on the
Brahmaputra and Meghna rivers. This vision
has also faded. The experience with Farakka
provides reason for Bangladesh to avoid an
Indian-controlled barrage across the Brah-

maputra. Instead, Bangladesh has quietly
investigated the possibility of internal transfers,
controlled by Bangladesh, and using less land-
consuming, existing river channels rather than
a huge canal.

The third vision would give land-locked
Nepal access to the sea. Included in the 1978
proposal from Bangladesh was the idea that a
canal could be built from Nepal, across a
narrow part of India separating Nepal from
Bangladesh, to join up with a large river in
Northern Bangladesh. This idea had been
presented by the government of Bangladesh on
NepalÕs behalf. It expressed NepalÕs frustration
at having its connections to the global economy
controlled by India, and subjected to imposi-
tion of ``trade and transit'' treaties (and, at one
time, a trade embargo). It also represented an
attempt by two smaller countries to formulate
common interests against a shared experience
of dominance by the much larger, and
economically more powerful, neighbor, but was
dismissed by the Indian government.

What do we conclude from these three
visions of water development in South Asia?
Each expresses a national vision making little
accommodation to the concerns of other states.
There has been no recognition that compromise
might achieve greater bene®ts for the region.
To some extent, these visions were shaped by
the failure of conventional bilateral diplomacy.
We next explore conceptual issues with respect
to cooperation over international river waters
in South Asia, and in Section 4, we examine
recent innovations and future directions.

3. FACILITATING COOPERATION:
CONCEPTUAL ISSUES

Cooperation can occur when mutual bene®ts
are possible. The existence of mutual gains is
not, however, su�cient for cooperation: the
prisoner's dilemma is the most famous example
of failure to achieve mutual gains. In the pris-
oner's dilemma game, the inability to commu-
nicate and to commit to a binding agreement is
the source of the problem, given the structure
of the payo�s. Ways around the prisoner's
dilemma involve changing the structure of
payo�s, through repeated play, introduction of
certain kinds of incomplete information about
the payo�s or player types, 16 or the introduc-
tion of other features that broaden the game.
Technically, the game remains one of nonco-
operative behavior, but such behavior can
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support a cooperative outcome in the expanded
game. While some types of incomplete infor-
mation help resolve the prisoner's dilemma, in
other types of games, incomplete information
makes achievement of mutual bene®ts limited
or even impossible, this being a version of the
``lemons problem.'' 17

In game theory, the cooperative approach to
negotiating for mutual bene®t assumes that
binding agreements can be signed, but typically
relies on normative axioms to identify a coop-
erative solution, such as the Nash bargaining
solution, without examining the details of the
bargaining: protocols, rules and so on.
Noncooperative game theoretic approaches try
to model these details. Recent theoretical
advances have begun to connect the noncoop-
erative and cooperative approaches to negoti-
ation or bargaining, by identifying which
noncooperative bargaining protocols will lead
to standard axiomatic cooperative outcomes
such as the Nash bargaining solution. These
theories have been extended from the original
two-player analysis to cover multiple bargain-
ing parties.

The abstract discussion above helps to focus
on the following questions in discussing how
cooperation in the use of water resources may be
facilitated. First, are there truly potential mutual
bene®ts, or is the situation one of con¯ict (one
party can only gain at another's expense)?
Second, if the answer to the ®rst question is
negative, can the situation be rede®ned (e.g.,
broadened in scope by considering other
dimensions, or repeated interaction) to trans-
form it to one of potential mutual bene®t? Third,
what are the impediments to actually achieving
mutual bene®ts: uncertainty, asymmetries of
information, exclusion of key parties a�ected by
the transaction, or ine�cient bargaining proto-
cols? Obviously, the answers to all three ques-
tions will overlap. We will explore the experience
of international negotiations over the use of
South Asia's water resources in this framework.
To illustrate, we brie¯y consider the Indus
waters case, alluded to earlier.

Who ``owned'' the ®ve rivers making up the
Indus system was the basis of dispute between
India and Pakistan after independence and
partition in 1947. There was uncertainty about
property rights, which made any de facto
property rights of limited value. But, any divi-
sion of the ¯ows was viewed as potentially
providing a gain to one side at the expense of
the other. This is the common problem in the
allocation of property rights: mutual bene®ts

from agreement are unclear or nonexistent. The
Indus Waters Treaty of 1960 established that
the rivers would be divided between India and
Pakistan. This division resolved the property
rights, but to either Pakistan or IndiaÕs disad-
vantage, depending on who bore the cost of
investments required to make the proposed
division workable. Intervention that changed
the nature of the game came in the form of
external funding via the World Bank. Secure
property rights and ®nancing from the World
Bank allowed each country's share of the
system to provide much more than could have
been achieved while property rights were
uncertain.

The example illustrates answers to the ®rst
two questions above: a situation of con¯ict was
transformed in a simple way to one of mutual
bene®t, by a third party ``sweetening the deal.''
The answers, and the solution to the problem,
however, are both limited. The theoretical issue
of why the World Bank intervened can be
answered brie¯y: the geopolitical incentives
underlying that institution and its backers
determined this role. The practical solution to
the Indus waters problem was limited, however,
because the waters that ``belong'' to Pakistan
partly ¯ow through Indian territory. If optimal
usage of these waters requires large ®xed
investments, a di�erent set of issues, well
beyond the allocation of property rights to
water, arise. In fact, these issues have prevented
such investment occurring: analysis of the
problems brings one back to the examples
discussed in the previous section. We turn to
these issues after discussing the problem of
allocation of property rights and other
conceptual issues.

(a) Con¯ict and cooperation

A situation of pure con¯ict is one where no
mutual bene®ts are possible: in a bilateral
negotiation, a gain for one party must result in
a loss for the other. A simple reallocation of
property rights is therefore a situation of pure
con¯ict. Therefore, to the extent that interna-
tional river disputes are disputes over property
rights, one would be pessimistic about resolving
con¯ict. Only when property rights are sorted
out can mutually bene®cial agreements
contingent on those rights be contemplated.

Several factors soften this pessimism, and
provide the basis for our subsequent analysis.
While the geography of rivers and underground
aquifers creates de facto property rights, even
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when there is no explicit agreement on rights,
these property rights may be uncertain enough
that a certain right to less may be more valu-
able than an uncertain claim to more. Thus the
removal of uncertainty on one or both sides in
a bilateral negotiation may create the scope for
mutually bene®cial agreement. One example of
the bene®ts of the removal of uncertainty
would be in the perceived returns to invest-
ments that support the e�ective use of water, or
that require reasonably certain water supplies.

A slightly di�erent way of looking at the
possibility of mutual bene®t in a con¯ict over
property rights is as follows. De facto rights
may be subject to overt con¯ict or threats,
which may be resolved through agreement. To
put it in technical terms, the disagreement point
in the bargaining game may itself be endoge-
nous, and this endogenous location of the
disagreement point creates the possibility of
mutual bene®ts from agreement. For example,
one may identify this as a possible factor in the
Indus waters dispute, where both sides wished
to avoid a broader con¯ict that would have
altered the disagreement point.

A third way of going beyond a situation of
pure con¯ict is to expand the dimension of the
bargaining space. The relinquishing of a prop-
erty right, or a claim, can be compensated by a
transfer in the opposite direction, just as in any
mutually bene®cial trade. The transfer in this
case may be of money, material goods or
intangibles such as security. This need not
involve going outside the sphere of conven-
tional diplomacy (including commercial diplo-
macy), but private exchanges may be helpful,
for reasons we discuss below.

While multilateral negotiations do not
provide any direct advantage with respect to
the resolution of property rights con¯icts, the
di�erent aspects of ameliorating con¯ict that
we have outlined apply to multilateral as well as
bilateral bargaining situations.

(b) Property rights and investment

While we have noted above the bene®ts for
water-related investment of a transformation of
uncertain claims into certain property rights,
we earlier pointed out the limits of this trans-
formation in the Indus case. Here we explain
these limits. As we remarked earlier, the river
waters allocated to Pakistan through the Indus
treaty partly ¯ow through Indian territory.
Clearly, consumptive uses of this waterÐsuch
as irrigationÐby India are ruled out by the

treaty. What about nonconsumptive uses such
as hydroelectric power? In principle, India
should be able to negotiate such uses and
undertake the investments required. Pakistan
might, however, desire to monitor the invest-
ment to make sure that no water is being
diverted. Such monitoring would raise
currently insurmountable issues of security and
sovereignty. Even greater problems would arise
with respect to Pakistani investment within
Indian territory. As a result of these issues, the
full hydroelectric potential of the Chenab and
Jhelum remains untapped. 18

(c) Monetization vs. barter

Bilateral barter in international diplomacy,
as elsewhere, is subject to the need to ®nd a
``double coincidence of wants.'' Monetization,
in this context, is the establishment of mutually
agreed-upon values to services, enabling more
general exchange to proceed within the
complex fabric of diplomatic relations. Besides
the extreme case of overcoming the lack of a
double coincidence of wants, monetization
more generally expands the set of gains from
trade, since transfers of money more fully
transfer value than does barter.

(d) Bilateralism vs. multilateralism

As we have detailed, bilateralism has been an
important aspect of India's policy with respect
to its South Asian neighbors. Bilateralism may
be justi®ed for all parties in terms of simplicity
of negotiations or, only for some, as a way of
avoiding opposing coalitions and preserving
bargaining power. But, in the case of rivers
¯owing through more than two countries, or
where an entire river basin spans more than
two territories, bilateral bargaining may neglect
positive and negative externalities, and limit the
mutual bene®ts of possible agreements on
water development and usage. Bilateralism
combined with conventional barter diplomacy
may also limit the gains from trade, though in
this case it is the lack of fully transferable value
that is the culprit, rather than bilateralism.
Hence it is the existence of externalities that
provides a case for multilateralism over bilat-
eralism in river negotiations.

(e) Private exchange vs. diplomacy

Conventional diplomacy is characterized by
barter, either involving speci®c items, or of
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broader scope (general reciprocity). More and
more, over time, diplomacy extends to the
commercial sphere, covering international trade
and investment in particular. Again, this can
involve speci®c exchanges between govern-
ments, or instead the setting of rules under which
private parties operate. Whether the actual
exchange takes place between governments or
private parties depends crucially on who owns
the potential objects of trade.

Natural resources such as river waters have
conventionally been treated as government-
owned, and therefore international negotia-
tions over their shared development and use
have been ®rmly in the sphere of diplomacy,
albeit with economic components and
economic implications. Where private parties,
such as farmers and industrialists, have been
the ultimate users of water (for irrigation,
power and navigation), they have had only an
indirect say in such negotiations, through
political in¯uence or political pressure. This
political model has also governed the domestic
allocation of water at subnational levels,
through politically-determined pricing and
investment subsidies.

What changes with private involvement in
water development decisions, whether at the
subnational or the international level? To the
extent that ownership is transferred to private
entities, decision-making will be determined by
di�erent objective functions. Private entities
may range from corporations that maximize
pro®ts to nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs) that maximize some aggregate
measure of their members' welfare. Though
governments may also theoretically maximize
aggregate welfare, in practice, the incentive
mechanisms to enforce this may be too weak,
particularly at the national level.

Even if ownership is not privatized, when
private parties are involved in sharing the costs
and bene®ts of water development, their
objectives will have a more direct impact on
decision-making than in the conventional
model of political in¯uence. We can think of
their participation in contracting and bargain-
ing as similar to multilateralism in extending
the set of those who bargain. If this helps to
internalize externalities, then greater e�ciency
in bargaining may be realized. A further bene®t
goes beyond overcoming externalities. While
the countries in a multilateral negotiation are
determined by geography, private entities such
as multinational ®rms can be asked to compete
for seats at the bargaining table, enhancing the

potential gains to others involved in the nego-
tiation.

The inclusion of private parties in negotiation
over water development and use not only
changes objectives, but makes them generally
more transparent. National governments may
not have easily identi®able objectives, since they
are a complex mix of the preferences of
constituents, politicians (the agents of constit-
uents) and bureaucrats (the agents of politi-
cians). Lower level governments provide some
degree of disaggregation, but subnational
private entities are required to be more open
about their goals and performance than is
traditional for governments in South Asia. One
can conjecture that greater transparency will, on
the whole, aid agreement in water negotiations.

There are two ®nal implications of the
inclusion of private parties. First, there is,
perhaps, greater ¯exibility in the kinds of
contracts that can be signed. In principle, there
is nothing to stop governments from signing
commercial contracts (including those specify-
ing sharing of costs and bene®ts), but there may
be problems due to incomplete information: in
particular, the appearance of possible impro-
priety may prevent even the signing of honest
contracts. This assumes that pro®t-making
entities have better internal monitoring and
control mechanisms. A stronger argument is
based on commitment. Sovereign governments
may not be able to commit credibly to certain
kinds of agreements, while private parties can.
This simply re¯ects the nature of sovereignty.
Governments can expropriate and renege on
contracts involving private parties, but this may
involve greater reputation loss than breaking or
bending vaguely worded treaties.

Overall, therefore, it may be seen that the
inclusion of private or nongovernmental enti-
ties in negotiations over water development and
use implies changes more profound than those
involved in shifting to multilateralism or to
monetization. At the same time, the role of
private parties would be impossible or severely
limited without both those changes. We turn
now to the recent experience in South Asia, to
explore how the above factors may play out in
the future.

4. INNOVATIONS AT THE
INTERNATIONAL LEVEL

When representatives of the Nepalese govern-
ment, in the trilateral meeting of October 1986,
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asked the governments of India and Bangla-
desh to spell out the ``mutual bene®ts'' of joint
river development, they were asking two
fundamental and related questions. How will
Nepal bene®t from the water development
proposed by India and Bangladesh? What can
be achieved through regional cooperation that
could not be achieved bilaterally? There is at
least one answer to the latter question: Table 2
lists what governments have sought from each
other in relation to regional water resources.
The realization of a signi®cant proportion of
these, or similar, proposals could constitute an
important advance, mitigating power and irri-
gation-water shortages, ¯ood and drought, and
contributing to the potential for regional
stability and economic development.

The realization of these transactions will,
however, be limited under a strictly bilateral
regime because the possible multiple uses of
river water and the basin-wide consequences of
many development proposals do not respect
territorial boundaries. For example, the devel-
opment of hydroelectric power bilaterally by
Nepal and India may preclude consideration of
other potential water storage services. Flood
mitigation and irrigation expansion, for
Bangladesh and eastern India's plains states,
could be achieved through the construction of
water storage in Nepal. If that construction is

undertaken bilaterally by Nepal and India, it is
less likely that services other than hydroelectric
power generation will be given serious consid-
eration, although, innovations in water use and
negotiations over water development are
beginning to relax past limitations.

By examining innovations at the interna-
tional level, we aim to bring out the general
principles that can transform international
negotiations over water rights and usage. These
general principles include rights allocation
mechanisms, governing institutions, and rules
for exchange.

(a) Five international agreements

1996 was a great year for river treaties in
South Asia. In January, Nepal and India signed
a treaty advancing a decades-old river devel-
opment proposal, and in its last month India
and Bangladesh signed a 30-year treaty seeking
to resolve the dispute between the two countries
over the sharing of the Ganges waters. In
between, two other agreements were signed,
establishing procedures for power supply from
Nepal and Bhutan to India. A ®fth, more
tentative agreement came in April 1997, when
representatives of India, Bhutan, Nepal and
Bangladesh considered forming a subregional
economic group within the SAARC framework

Table 2. Potential international transactions in South Asiaa

Potential parties Good or service Type of exchange
anticipated

Nepal to India Supply of hydro-electric powerd Monetized
Supply of water storage bene®tsb ;d Barter exchange

India to Nepal Navigation and transitc ;d Barter exchange
Provision of ®nance for constructiond Monetized

Provision of engineering expertised Probably monetized
India to Bangladesh Supply of water storage bene®tsd Barter exchange

Granting secure expectations of minimum ¯owd Barter exchange
Bangladesh to India Navigation and transit rightsd Barter exchange

Transfer of water from Brahmaputra to Gangese Barter exchange
Bangladesh to Nepal Navigation and transit rightse Barter exchange
Nepal to Bangladesh Supply of hydro-electric powere Monetized

Supply of water storage bene®tse Barter exchange
Bhutan to India Supply of hydro-electric powerc Monetized

Supply of water storage bene®tse Barter exchange
India to Bhutan Navigation and transitc Barter exchange

Provision of ®nance and engineering for
constructionc

Partly monetized

a Source: Crow et al. (1995, Chapter 8, Table 18).
b Including water storage for dry season irrigation and monsoon ¯ood mitigation.
c Occurring to some extent.
d Discussed.
e Suggested.
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that would include the shared rivers of the four
countries. The four 1996 agreements 19 estab-
lish innovations for South Asia, with only
limited precedent elsewhere, which start to
address the uncertainties of Himalayan devel-
opment, and bring new resources and initiative
to the process of harnessing the geographical
assets of South Asia. They begin creating a
regional trade in hydroelectric power develop-
ment, with sharing of the costs, risks and
bene®ts of joint river development.

In broad terms, the India±Nepal Power
Trade Agreement transfers negotiations for the
sale of hydroelectric power from the purely
diplomatic to the economic sphere, and in
doing so brings agencies other than national
government into the process. The Mahakali
Treaty establishes a process of sharing future
bene®ts of water resource development on the
Mahakali River (the border river between
Western Nepal and India). The Tala Hydel
Project negotiations illustrate a process similar
to that envisaged in the Mahakali Treaty, at a
later stage of negotiation. The Ganges Treaty
resolves 40 years of dispute about dividing the
low ¯ow of that river. We consider each of
these four treaties in more detail, and then the
®fth development, involving all the four
nations.

(b) The India±Nepal Power Trade Agreement

The Nepal±India Power Trade Agreement
represents an important innovation partly
because it transfers some questions of interna-
tional development negotiations from the
traditional diplomatic to the economic sphere.
More precisely, the Power Trade Agreement
e�ectively privatizes the negotiations between
India and Nepal over hydroelectric power. Till
this agreement, the price of hydroelectricity had
been a source of con¯ict and delay in quiet
negotiations between the governments of India
and Nepal around the development of NepalÕs
hydroelectric power potential. Instead of
treating these as questions of bilateral dip-
lomacy, the Power Trade Agreement has shif-
ted the whole process of negotiation,
construction, and operation, even the price of
electricity, into the sphere of economic
exchange. The principal parties to the exchange
are no longer governments, but various private,
semi-government and government agencies.
The raising of ®nance, organizing of construc-
tion, and day-to-day operation of any hydro-
electric facilities agreed, are set by those parties,

subject to the laws of both countries, and by
more direct economic incentives.

In the wake of this agreement, the govern-
ment of Nepal has issued a license for the
Snowy Mountains Engineering Corporation of
Australia to seek the international purchase
agreements and ®nance enabling a 750 MW
hydroelectric power plant to be constructed on
the West Seti River. In December 1999, the
government also decided to give a license to
American multinational Enron Renewable
Energy Corporation to construct the 10800
MW Karnali-Chisapani HydroPower Project.

Under the Nepal±India Power Trade Agree-
ment, arrangements for the supply of hydro-
electric power from Nepal to India can now be
made by nongovernment agencies, including
private enterprises, municipal governments,
and state governments. In principle, a Nepalese
district government can make an arrangement
with an Indian city government or industrial
user of electricity for the sale of electric power.
Instead of negotiations between two sovereign
governments, this agreement opens up the
possibility of discussion among many pairs of
agencies from a pool of hundreds of institu-
tions.

The agreement may therefore bring new
®nancial resources and greater ¯exibility in
contracting to the development of hydroelec-
tricity in South Asia. To the extent that pro-
perty rights are clearly allocated (whether to
water or the hydroelectric power generated by
the water), there may be greater opportunities
for mutual gains from trade through greater
transparency and competition. One can
conjecture that there will still be limits placed
by sovereign governments. The Agreement
itself does not say this, but the wording of the
Treaty on the Mahakali suggests that the power
trade agreement will not apply to the largest
hydroelectricity projects, which will remain
subject to bilateral diplomacy.

(c) The Mahakali Treaty

The Mahakali Treaty is a complex set of
agreements designed to correct perceived ineq-
uities in past agreements 20 and to establish
procedures for the construction and use of a
large, multi-purpose project on the Mahakali
river, called the Pancheshwar Project. There
have been high expectations, arising from the
treaty itself, concessions on trade and transit
made by India, and from the promise that the
principles of the Mahakali treaty holds for
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other river projects. At the same time, there
is also suspicion among some Nepalese of
possible deleterious e�ects, such as displace-
ment of population, arising from the envisaged
development.

As it relates to the Mahakali river, the Treaty
agrees (in Article 3) to four principles:

(i) To maximize the total net bene®t from the
project, including power, irrigation, and
¯ood control.
(ii) The project will be an integrated project
with two power stations of equal size on
each side of the river [that is, one in Nepal
and one in India], operated jointly, and the
energy they generate will be shared.
(iii) The costs of the project are to be shared
in proportion to the bene®ts. Both countries
are to mobilize ®nance: ``The cost of the
[Pancheshwar Multipurpose] Project shall
be borne by the Parties in proportion to
the bene®ts accruing to them. Both the
Parties shall jointly endeavor to mobilize
the ®nance required for the implementation
of the project.''
(iv) Some of Nepal's share of energy can be
sold to India, with the price and quantity to
be mutually agreed.

Much remains to be established: a Mahakali
River Commission, detailed project design, and
elaboration of the sometimes enigmatic proce-
dures sketched by the Treaty. It is, nevertheless,
a departure from previous tangled negotiations
over electricity prices because it establishes a
hedge against uncertainties, the principle of
sharing bene®ts and costs. In other words, this
principle provides a framework within which
the price and quantity of Nepal's electricity
sales to India can be ``mutually agreed.''

(d) India±Bhutan agreement for the Tala
hydroelectric project

The 1000 MW Tala hydroelectric plant has
been made possible by an agreement between
India and Bhutan which rests upon market
pricing of electricity and Indian ®nancing (60%
grant; 40% loan) of construction. Indo±Bhuta-
nese relations are less contested than those with
IndiaÕs other neighbors, and Indian in¯uence
over Bhutanese government policy is greater
than for its larger neighbors. Nonetheless, this
treaty shares important characteristics with the
India±Nepal Power Trade Agreement. It
establishes a process for sharing the bene®ts of
development, this time through market prices,
rather than a ®xed rate of payment. A central

part of the potential exchange, the price Bhutan
receives for electricity generated, was not
predetermined, but left out. The Bhutan
governmentÕs assessment that Indian subconti-
nent electricity rates will rise in the future, as
subsidies are removed and energy shortages are
re¯ected in prevailing prices, appears reason-
able.

(e) The India±Bangladesh treaty on
sharing the Ganges

In December 1996, the prime ministers of
India and Bangladesh signed a 25-year Treaty,
seeking to resolve their long-running dispute
over the sharing of the Ganges river's dry-
season ¯ow. The agreement was achieved
through a combination of circumstances:

new governments in both countries, a changed politi-
cal climate, a determination on the part of the Indian
Foreign Minister and Foreign Secretary to settle this
issue, the statesmanship of the West Bengal Chief
Minister and the negotiating skills of his Finance
Minister Ashim Dasgupta, the ¯exibility and political
courage of Sheikh Hasina [Prime Minister of Bangla-
desh], and so on 21

The Treaty for sharing the Ganges is more
complex but more limited than the other three,
making less progress toward regional coopera-
tion. It speci®cally eschews discussion of
augmenting the ¯ow (Phase III of previous
negotiationsÐsee Table 1) to focus on the
division of the dry season ¯ow (Phase II), while
recognizing the need for future cooperation on
augmentation. 22

The Treaty declares the ambitious principle
of ``fairness, equity, and no harm to either
side.'' The latter principle echoes NehruÕs 1961
declaration that river development in India
should cause ``no real injury'' to its neighbor,
while moving it from the realm of parliamen-
tary rhetoric to the language of intergovern-
mental treaty. The Indian Government has, for
the ®rst time, promised ``every e�ort...to
protect the ¯ows of water at Farakka as in the
40-years average availability...'' 23 This is a
commitment either to limit additional irrigation
development in the populous Ganges Basin
states of India, or to ensure that additional ¯ow
reduction is matched by augmentation from
storage. The two principles of ``no harm to
either side'' and of protecting ``average avail-
ability'' of water, represent a signi®cant
advance on prior agreements, even though
the details of their implementation are not
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speci®ed, and despite criticism from commen-
tators in Bangladesh and West Bengal that the
agreement provides less water than is required.

The division of river ¯ows in the Treaty bears
super®cial resemblance, in the key ®gure of
35,000 cusecs (cubic feet per second), to the
division established in the ®ve-year 1977 accord,
but appears to give more water to India than that
earlier agreement. Table 3 describes the sharing
arrangements in the Treaty. The outcome of
these arrangements depends on the actual ¯ows
reaching Farakka. Unfortunately for popular
acceptance of the Treaty in Bangladesh, the
emergency arrangements requiring immediate
government consultations when the ¯ow at
Farakka falls below 50,000 cusecs had to be
invoked in early April 1997. The character and
institutional arrangements for these consulta-
tions are not speci®ed in the Treaty.

The Treaty also brought other parties than
national government to the negotiating table.
For the ®rst time, the government of West
Bengal played a key explicit role in the discus-
sions. The concerns of industrial, commercial
and agricultural interests in West Bengal have
been at the heart of dispute over the Ganges.
The Farakka Barrage, which triggered the
dispute, was built to address their needs for
water, but the state government had no direct
role prior to this agreement.

(f) Tentative four country agreement on
economic cooperation

In April 1997, at a meeting in Kathmandu,
the Foreign Secretaries of India, Bhutan, Nepal
and Bangladesh ``discussed the question of
forming a sub-regional group within the
SAARC framework... to identify an economic
programme which could be taken up jointly by
the four.'' In response to journalistsÕ questions
about the purpose of this new group, the
Bangladesh Foreign Secretary connected the
group to the shared rivers of the four countries,

``If there are ¯oods in this region, this will a�ect
only our four countries. It is on the basis of this
reality that the present initiative is being
taken.'' 24

This is a small step. It is, nonetheless, in
contrast to the previous Indian policy of bilat-
eralism, and is a more promising approach to
multilateral negotiations than the meeting in
Kathmandu in 1986, discussed in Section 2.
Furthermore, this step must be seen in the
context of the potential changes wrought by the
other four, bilateral agreements. The ®rst three
of those agreements, involving India, Nepal
and Bhutan, made tentative moves in the
direction of a regional market for hydroelectric
power. They introduced actors other than
national governments into negotiations over
international river water development. The
India±Bangladesh Treaty was more basic in
scope, still seeking to allocate rights to water,
rather than to establish a market for its uses
that might cross national boundaries. It also
broke new ground through the explicit
involvement of a subnational government.
Expansion of the set of negotiators to include
nongeographically de®ned entities such as
corporations must perforce create a multilateral
or regional approach to water development.
Regionally determined values for the uses of
water further this pull. Explicit multilateralism,
as outlined in the 1997 four country agreement
on economic cooperation, may only ratify
those emerging trends.

Therefore, in our view, the most signi®cant
trend incorporated in the ®ve international
agreements discussed above is the introduction
of private actors and explicit economic valua-
tions into the process of the development and
use of water.

(g) Future directions

The trends we have identi®ed are only a
beginning. Innovations can continue in several

Table 3. Sharing arrangements in the 1996 Ganges Treatya ;b

Flow at Farakka Share of India Share of Bangladesh

>75,000 cusecs 40,000 cusecs Balance of ¯ow
70,000±75,000 cusecs Balance of ¯ow 35,000 cusecs
50,000±70,000 cusecs 50% 50%
<50,000 cusecs The two governments will enter into immediate consultations to make

adjustments on an emergency basis

a Source: Treaty, Article II and Annexure I.
b During the driest period, 1 March±10 May, ``India and Bangladesh each shall receive guaranteed 35,000 cusecs of
water in alternate three 10-day periods.''
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directions. Here we highlight two related sets of
possibilities:

(i) extending bilateral barter to multilateral
exchange;
(ii) expanding negotiations from conven-
tional diplomacy to incorporate private eco-
nomic actors.

(h) Bilateral barter or multilateral exchange

Bilateral barter in international diplomacy is
subject to the need to ®nd a ``double coinci-
dence of wants.'' In the history of South Asian
river development, the wants of several
governments have not been met partly because
there is no ``double coincidence of wants.''
NepalÕs o�er, for example, to assist in the
mitigation of ¯ood and drought in Bangladesh
could not be easily reciprocated by Bangladesh,
because a third party, India, had to be
involved, and bilateral barter precludes third
party involvement. Even where bilateral
agreements and exchanges occur, they can have
externalities for third parties: this is still
potentially the case with the bilateral agree-
ments discussed earlier in this section. For
example, water storage facilities on tributaries
of the Ganges in Nepal that enable the use of
hydroelectric power in India can have exter-
nalities for Bangladesh by a�ecting the ¯ow of
the Ganges downstream at di�erent times of the
year.

By contrast to bilateral barter, multilateral
exchanges could enable parties from more than
two national economies to be involved. Thus,
the establishment of ``rates of exchange'' for
water development services could enable
exchanges among three or more countries and
transcend the limits of bilateral barter. The
goods and services that could be valued and
exchanged are unlikely to be globally traded
commodities. Flood mitigation services, transit
rights, minimum ¯ow guarantees, equalizing of
seasonal ¯ow disparities, and sediment trans-
port reductions are not currently traded servi-
ces, and there is little reason to suppose that
they will be in the future. If the proposed
exchange is established, it will constitute a
segmented market, con®ned to the region of
those countries wishing to participate.

Some water services could be appropriately
transferred outside the diplomatic sphere, to be
negotiated by nongovernment agencies, as the
Nepal India Power Trade Agreement has
permitted with electric power. Other services
could be monetized within diplomacy. In all

these cases, the existence of publicly veri®able
contracts involving private parties, and
competition among those private entities will
be important in determining the ``rates of
exchange'' for various services connected to
water use and control.

Given the Indian governmentÕs past adher-
ence to bilateralism, and despite recent tenta-
tive steps toward multilateral negotiation, one
can also explore how multilateral exchange
might be established within a pattern of bilat-
eral diplomacy. We term this option regionally-
appraised bilateralism. 25 The need for a
regionally-appraised bilateralism can be illus-
trated in the case of the Nepal-India Power
Trade Agreement. One objection to this
agreement is that it privatizes one (already
monetized) service to be provided by river
development, and apparently makes no
mention of other services, such as ¯ood miti-
gation and dry-season ¯ow augmentation,
which could be incorporated into projects. This
is understandable. Indian cities, industries and
irrigation pumps have pressing needs for power
which are forcefully represented to the Indian
government by organized lobbies. The needs
for ¯ood control and dry-season ¯ow
augmentation are less well represented to the
Indian government. Furthermore, these servi-
ces may be more desirable to a third country,
Bangladesh. In order to achieve the full range
of goods and services that can be generated by
the development of South Asian rivers, there
are strong reasons for related negotiations over
several of these exchanges. Without relin-
quishing sovereign rights to the development of
the shared basin, it may be feasible to establish
a system which enables the concerns of more
than one party to be incorporated into bilateral
negotiation processes.

(i) Expanding negotiations to include private
economic actors

The right-hand column of Table 2 illustrates
the di�erent forms of negotiation which are
anticipated for each transaction. Most are
presumed to be traditional diplomatic negoti-
ations between two governments. Within that
sphere, some forms of transaction are mone-
tized and others are not. The transfer of
hydroelectricity development from diplomacy
to economics in the India±Nepal Power Trade
Agreement was described earlier.

The fact that one service to be o�ered from
river development can be shifted to the
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economic sphere suggests that it might be
possible to shift others at least part of the
way. In this case, the diplomatic negotiation
of the supply of hydroelectricity was already
assumed to be a monetized exchange,
presumably because there are many precedents
for the large-scale sale of electricity between
countries. Many other services are not mone-
tized, and their negotiation is undertaken fully
in the traditional, barter-driven diplomatic
sphere. To understand what might be possible,
it is useful to look at the border between the
traditional diplomatic and private economic
spheres.

Diplomacy can be conceptualized as a zone
of intergovernmental exchanges based upon
reciprocity. Progress in the India-Bangladesh
water negotiations following the independence
of Bangladesh may be an example of this kind
of diplomacy. IndiaÕs support for the indepen-
dence struggle created a debt of the new
Bangladesh government to India, as well as
better relations between the two governments,
allowing agreement on trade and a Treaty of
Friendship, as well as on the river Ganges, to be
achieved. Diplomacy may also encompass more
speci®c barter exchange. The exchange may or
may not be publicly acknowledged. The 1977
Ganges Waters Treaty and the prior agreement
by India to desist support for armed incursions
on Bangladesh is an example of a covert barter
exchange.

Diplomacy may also include monetized
exchanges negotiated between governments by
diplomats, such as negotiations over hydro-
electricity before the India±Nepal Power Trade
Agreement. This type of exchange is
economicÐa trade of a commodity for money
is explicitÐbut it is also diplomatic since it
occurs through negotiation between sovereign
governments.

Finally, in the broader economic sphere
monetized exchanges take place between a
range of agents, including, but not restricted to,
private enterprises. There is no particular
reason why other services arising from the
development of water resources, in addition to
hydroelectric power, should not be moved from
generalized reciprocity and barter exchange
into the sphere of monetized diplomacy. This
may not be a su�ciently radical shift, however,
and the involvement of nongovernmental
actors may be important, for reasons discussed
in Section 3. The agreements discussed above
illustrate initial moves in this direction, with
respect to hydroelectric power.

Drought reduction and ¯ood mitigation
measures are areas where further progress may
be made. They are not currently treated as
economic variables in any international river
sharing agreement. Part of the problem is the
public good nature of their bene®ts. Both
services are measurable, however, at least in
principle, as ¯ows of water greater or smaller
than those which would have ¯owed down the
river without intervention. Values can be allo-
cated to water ¯ows by comparison with their
values for agriculture or industry.

Transfers of water from one river basin to
another have also been sought. The Indian
government has made strong arguments for
transfers from the Brahmaputra to the Ganges.
Transfers from the River Kosi in Nepal to the
Teesta in Bangladesh have also been discussed.
As the objects of potential diplomatic barter,
discussion of such water transfers has become
highly charged. Shifting negotiations from the
realm of national con¯ict to one of mutual
economic bene®t, again including private
actors, could help to reduce this issue's political
charge. The measurement and valuation of
water transfers is, as noted, relatively straight-
forward.

Guarantees of minimum dry season ¯ows are
more problematic, because they may involve
survival situations. But, clear allocations of
contingent property rights, together with
appropriate trading mechanisms for those
rights, can help. There is considerable experi-
ence with alternative rights and pricing systems
for dealing with water shortages in drought-
prone areas such as the American West.

While privatization of international water
development is not a panacea, the participation
of private economic actors in a framework of
explicit rights and contracts can facilitate
international negotiations. Explicit economic
valuation enables a simpler, more open assess-
ment of an international exchange than is
possible with traditional diplomatic barter.
Once that step has been taken, other possibili-
ties, including the involvement of private
®nancial institutions, are opened up.

5. CONCLUSION

Three kinds of obstacle have constrained
intergovernmental negotiations over water in
the past, and contributed to the rise of signi®-
cant tensions between states. First, the strict
practice of bilateral negotiation has put blink-
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ers on the discussants, exaggerating the
importance of past disagreements, limiting
discussantsÕ ability to evaluate the regional
potential for cooperation, and encouraging the
rise of myths about the malevolent roles and
limited needs of neighboring states. Second, the
construction of grand national plans for river
development has tended to crowd out plans
with bene®ts for other countries or for the
whole region. Third, the limits of bilateral
diplomacy have been con®ned further by the
restrictions of barter exchange. Transactions
are only possible, in this type of exchange,
when each government has what the other
government wants.

The agreements of 1996 and 1997 suggest
some ways in which these obstacles may be
transcended and further suggestions based on
these innovations have been developed in
Section 4. The transformation of bilateral
barter into a grand design for the whole river
basin(s), with the transfer of planning decisions
to a new river commission which that implies, is
unlikely to be politically feasible. Instead,
smaller shifts in negotiation practices may be
feasible.

The shift of hydroelectric power from
monetized diplomacy to the general economy,
in the India±Nepal Power Trade Agreement,
suggests that negotiation practices can be
changed for other possible projects. Some of
the limits of bilateral barter can be transcended
by bringing corporate, district and municipal
negotiators to the table. Negotiators are
restricted, in this kind of shift, to those from
two countries, but there are more of them, and

they bring di�erent sets of incentives to the
negotiations. This kind of transfer has the e�ect
of changing the priorities of negotiation from
those of sovereign governments to those of
cities, states and private enterprises.

A second kind of transfer is less drastic for
sovereignty, but more complex to execute. If
regional governments would value the bene®ts
of transactions for all states and redistribute
those bene®ts among themselves, then the
bene®ts of multilateral negotiation could be
achieved within bilateral negotiations. This
shift would allow the concerns of more than
two governments to be considered in negotia-
tions that are still between two governments.
This is what we have termed a regionally-
appraised bilateralism. The 1996 agreements,
speci®cally the Mahakali Treaty, the Tala
Hydel Agreement, and the Ganges River Water
Sharing Treaty, have made this second kind of
transfer more possible by establishing the
principle of sharing costs and bene®ts.

The development of the water resources of
South Asia is likely to play an important,
possibly pivotal, part in raising living stan-
dards and reducing intergovernmental
tensions in the region. Verghese is not entirely
correct when he writes that ``there is no
reason why the immiserized population of this
resource-rich basin should remain poor...''
There are reasons arising from the realities of
patterns of intergovernmental relations, as
well as from technical and environmental
constraints. But, institutional innovations
o�er ways in which those obstacles can be
overcome.

NOTES

1. By one estimate there are more poor people in the

Ganges±Brahmaputra basin than in all sub-Saharan

Africa: Rogers, Lydon, Seckler and Pitman (1994).

2. The topography of these rivers is, brie¯y, as follows.

The Indus and its tributaries begin in the Himalayas and

their foothills, then ¯ow west and southwest through

Kashmir and (Indian and Pakistani) Punjab, and ®nally

southwest to the Arabian Sea through Sindh in Pakistan.

The Ganges has its headwaters in the Himalayas of

Nepal, China and India. It ¯ows south from the

Himalayas, before turning east to dominate the geogra-

phy of North India as it ¯ows through the states of the

Ganges plain (Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, West Bengal) and

into Bangladesh, where it turns south as it joins the

Brahmaputra before emptying into the Bay of Bengal.

The Brahmaputra ¯ows west to east through much of

the length of the Tibet region of China (where it is called

the Tsangpo), before falling 7,500 ft from the Himalayas

to the plains of Assam, and turning through almost 180°
to ¯ow east to west, then it turns south into Bangladesh,

where it joins the Ganges.

3. For example: Verghese (1990), Gyawali and Dixit

(1994), Ahmad, Verghese, Iyer, Pradhan and Malla

(1994), Verghese and Iyer (1993), Ahmad et al. (1993),

Thapa et al. (1995).

4. See Verghese (1990). The relative importance of

drought varies through the Ganges-Brahmaputra basin,
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and ¯oods have become more of a problem as people in

the region have been forced into more marginal lands.

We are grateful to a referee for this point.

5. 104th Congress, 2nd Session, House Concurrent

Resolution 213, ``Concerning the urgent need to improve

the living standards of those South Asians living in the

Ganges and Brahmaputra River Basin,'' 12 September

1996, referred to the Committees on International

Relations and on Banking and Financial Services, by

Representatives Bereuter and Berman.

6. The existence of con¯ict over the rivers, and the

absence of coordination of development has made

international agencies, such as the World Bank, unwill-

ing to fund river development projects on these rivers.

7. One successful, if limited, bilateral negotiation,

culminated in the Indus Waters Treaty of 1960 between

India and Pakistan. See Crow and Singh (1999).

8. Interviews with the ®rst author.

9. Ohlsson (1995) We will return to this ``zero-sum''

issue in Sections 3 and 4.

10. The di�erence between a barrage and a dam is of

some importance here. A dam is built in the upper, deep-

valleyed reaches of a river to store water, generally for

hydroelectricity generation, irrigation supply or ¯ood

mitigation. A barrage is built in the plains, or lower

reaches, across wide, meandering rivers, primarily to

divert water, for irrigation or navigation. Thus, a dam is

a tall structure, possibly raising water levels by hundreds

of feet, whereas a barrage is a long (or wide) structure

that raises water only a few feet, perhaps 20.

11. See Crow, Lindquist and Wilson (1995).

12. The government of Pakistan mustered engineers

who cast doubt on the hydraulics of this process. See

Crow, Lindquist and Wilson (1995, Chapter 1).

13. India, Ministry of External A�airs, Bangladesh

Documents, ÔAwami League ManifestoÕ, p. 81, undated,

New Delhi.

14. That this idea is still widely believed can be seen in

the ®nal section (pp. 445±449) of a review of Crow

Lindquist and Wilson, Sharing the Ganges (Hussein,

1995).

15. This account rests on that in Crow, Lindquist and

Wilson (1995) Sharing the Ganges, which drew upon the

o�cial minutes of the meetings and interviews with

participants in these and subsequent events.

16. For example, one player in the prisoner's dilemma

may assign a small probability to the possibility that the

opponent simply plays ``tit-for-tat.''

17. The ``lemons problem'' arises when one party in a

transaction does not have complete information about

the value of the trade. For example, a potential buyer

may be uncertain about the quality of a good being sold.

If the buyer uses average quality as a basis for making

o�ers, high quality goods are withdrawn from the

market, leaving only ``lemons.'' Mutually bene®cial

trades then fail to be consummated.

18. This discussion is based on conversations of the

second author with Indian o�cials of the Indus Waters

Commission.

19. Formally, the four agreements are these:

(i) The India±Nepal Power Trade Agreement (Agree-

ment between His MajestyÕs Government of Nepal

and the Government of India concerning the Electric

Power Trade, 17 February 1996).

(ii) The Mahakali Treaty (Treaty between His

MajestyÕs Government of Nepal and the Government

of India concerning the Integrated development of

the Mahakali River including Sarada Barrage,

Tanakpur Barrage and Pancheshwar Project, 29

January 1996).

(iii) The India±Bangladesh Treaty on Sharing the

Ganges: The Treaty Between the Government of

the Republic of India and The Government of the

PeopleÕs Republic of Bangladesh on Sharing of the

Ganga/Ganges Waters at Farakka, 12 December

1996.The text of this Treaty is published in The Inde-

pendent, Dhaka, 14 December 1996.

(iv) Agreement for the Tala Hydel Project signed by

representatives of India and Bhutan in March 1996

``Bhutan and India sign Tala Hydel Project'' Kuensel

9 March 1996, pp. 1, 12).

Crow (1998) also considers these agreements. Iyer (1999)

discusses the Mahakali and Ganges Treaties, along with

the older Indus Treaty.

20. See the statement of Nepal's Minister of Water

Resources when the treaty was rati®ed (Nepal-Press-

Digest, 1996a,b) .

21. Ramaswamy Iyer, a nono�cial member of the

Indian delegation to the talks, in a letter to the ®rst

author.

22. Article VIII of the Treaty notes that the two

governments ``recognize the need to cooperate with each
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other in ®nding a solution to the long-term problem of

augmenting the ¯ows of the Ganga/Ganges during the

dry season.'' The Treaty, unlike the 1977 Ganges Waters

Agreement, makes no provision even for the discussion

of this question. Our interpretation of this Treaty rests in

part on Iyer (forthcoming), particularly the Postscript,

and Burns (1997).

23. Article II of the Treaty.

24. Nepal-Press-Digest, 14 April 1997.

25. A parallel suggestion to ``think basinwide and

act locally'' is made in Falkenmark and Lundquist

(1995).
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